Super Scientific Circus
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SEPTEMBER 26-27, 2016 • AUSTIN, TEXAS
Science can be appreciated in everything we see and do. In today's show you saw circus skills, magic tricks, comedy and mime, that illustrated fundamental scientific concepts such as gravity, the center of gravity, air pressure, the speed of sound and light, ultraviolet light, centripetal force, airfoils and more.

What did you learn at the show?


Mr. Fish
Mr. Fish, born John James Lepliarz, is a long-time circus performer. He toured for seven years with New York's Big Apple Circus. He has appeared on national television on HBO and ABC's Great Circus Performances of the World. A graduate of Oberlin College, Mr. Fish is the proud father of four children.

Trent the Mime
Trent Arterberry, mime extraordinaire, has performed at thousands of schools, theatres and festivals. He has performed at New York's Radio City Music Hall, headlined on the QE2 and SS Norway, and was named “College Campus Performing Artist of the Year.” Trent is the father of two daughters and a new baby son. Visit www.TrentTheMime.com

WWW.SUPERCIENTIFICCIRCUS.COM

SUPER

SCIENTISTS

Scientists ask questions. Scientists made discoveries.

Can you match the famous scientist to their discovery?

Write the letter in the space next to the sentence that describes each scientist.

1. This scientist discovered gravity! He was inspired when he saw an apple falling to the ground.
2. This scientist's inventions in farming helped many families grow their own food.
3. This scientist's research on radiation led to her being the first woman to be awarded a Nobel Prize.
4. This scientist is known for the theory of relativity and the quote, "imagination is more important than knowledge."

A: Albert Einstein  B: Isaac Newton  C: George Washington Carver  D: Marie Curie
Welcome to the Super Scientific Circus

Let's take a journey through all of the attractions and activities that this tent has to offer!

**HISTORY OF THE CIRCUS**

Since the year 1768 circuses have been entertaining people of all ages. A circus is a performance held under a large tent called a Big Top. Circuses have clowns, acrobats, trained animals, tightrope acts, magicians, hoopoe, tightrope walkers, jugglers, ventriloquists, even stuntmen and stuntwomen.

**WORLD'S STRONGEST MAN VS THE EGG**

In the show you learned about arches, and how arch shaped objects can withstand a lot more pressure than a square shaped object.

What other arch shaped objects, besides an egg, could stop the World's Strongest Man?

1. 
2. 
3. 

**UV FUNHOUSE**

Come inside the UV Funhouse and circle the items that will glow under a blacklight like the one used in the show!

**PREPARE TO BE A-MAZE-D**

Can you help Trent the Mime find his way to the stage to perform his next circus trick?

**THE FLYING BUBBLE ACT**

Can you remember from the show, why bubbles are always round?

---

Trent the Mime is juggling 6 bubbles. How many will he be juggling if he doubles the bubbles?
Welcome to the Paramount Theatre

The Paramount Theatre was built 101 years ago in 1915. Very few places in Austin can make this claim! Austin is growing, but back then, Congress Avenue was a dirt road and the automobile was a new invention. As one of the first examples of early theatre architecture, the Paramount is an important venue that helps make Austin very special. When you visit the theatre, you enter a place that feels exciting and welcoming. From your seat, you can almost reach out and touch the performers on stage! Many famous people have performed at the Paramount. From magician Harry Houdini to the premier of the original Batman movie, the Paramount and its audiences have seen it all over the past 100 years...here's to the next century!

2016-2017 Paramount Theatre

Discovery Series

The Man Who Planted Trees
By Puppet State Theatre Company
October 28-30, 2016 • Stateside at the Paramount
Best for 2nd - 8th Grade

Petra and the Wolf
By Lionheart Youth Theatre
December 16-18, 2016 • Stateside at the Paramount
Best for 2nd - 8th Grade

Call of the Wild
By Theatre Heroes
January 14-15, 2017 • Stateside at the Paramount
Best for 4th - 12th Grade

The Ugly Duckling
By Lightwire Theatre
February 12, 2017 • Paramount Theatre
Best for PreK - 4th Grade

Love That Dog
By Theatergroup Kwatta
April 9, 2017 • Paramount Theatre
Best for 2nd - 8th Grade

Tickets: austintheatre.org or (512) 474-1221
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